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INTRODUCTION
In daily life, well-coordinated and properly timed movements are performed in an 56 effortless manner. This ability is considered to be in large part mediated by 57 cerebellar shaping of motor output (Bastian et al., 1996; Beaubaton et al., 1978;  single cell response to the highly potent SCP activation provides an upper bound on 188 the actual information transfer through the pathway during this time. Taken together, 189 these results suggest that HFS efficiently blocked the flow of information from the 190 cerebellar output to the motor cortex.
191
High-frequency stimulation alters timing and coordination of reaching 192 movements. We found that motor behavior was modified considerably during HFS 193 trials. Figure 3A shows an example of a single recording session in which hand 194 trajectories became more variable during HFS trials than in control trials. We 195 quantified the change in motor performance using the response and movement 196 times computed for each trial based on the trajectory (Fig. 3B) . For this analysis we 197 only considered correctly performed trials and since task design encouraged the 198 monkey to predict the onset time of the go signal, the response time (RT -time 199 between "Go" signal and movement onset) was often negative. During HFS, the 200 mean trajectory across all sessions was longer and more variable, as seen in the 201 plots for the mean and standard deviation of the center-to-target movement traces 202 ( Fig. 3C) . Response time increased significantly (from -183.3 ms during control to -203 133.1 ms during HFS, paired t-test, p<0.001), as did movement time (from 446.9 ms 204 to 517.3 ms, paired t-test, p<0.001); the path length was longer (from 4.19 cm to 205 4.53 cm; p<0.02), and velocity decreased (from 10.34 cm/s to 9.74 cm/s; p<0.001) 206 for trials performed during HFS (Fig. 3D) . These changes in motor behavior reversed 207 back to the baseline level when HFS was halted (washout bars in Fig. 3D ). In 208 contrast to the effect of HFS on motor behavior, the single pulse stimulation protocol 209 had no effect on motor behavior despite its impact on many motor cortical cells (Fig. 210 3D, black bars). These findings suggest that when stimuli are applied at low 211 frequencies, the brief overt activation caused by SCP stimulation is insufficient to 212 alter motor behavior; rather, the temporary block of information flow in the CTC 213 pathway that takes place during high frequency stimulation is responsible for the 214 observed effects. 215 Previous studies have suggested that cerebellar involvement is particularly important Holmes, 1939; Thach et al., 1993; Thach et al., 1992) . We therefore tested the effect 218 of HFS on the elbow-to-shoulder coordination required to perform the behavioral task 219 used in this study. We took advantage of the exoskeleton system (Scott, 1999) worn 220 by the monkeys that continuously recorded their elbow and shoulder motions. 221 Previous studies have reported that cerebellar patients tend to exhibit curved hand 222 trajectories (Deuschl et al., 2000; Martin et al., 2000) . We computed the curvature 223 index (Deuschl et al., 2000) , which quantifies the average distance of the trajectory 224 from a straight line connecting the same start and end points. During HFS trials the 225 curvature index increased significantly compared to the control trials ( Fig. 4A ; p<10 -226 10 , Wilcoxon's signed-rank). These results show that applying HFS further replicates 227 deficits in motor coordination similar to those shown in cerebellar patients, in a 228 reversible manner. 229 Next, we measured changes in movement kinematics between the control and HFS 230 trials. Figure 4B illustrates shoulder and elbow velocity profiles recorded in a single 231 control (solid lines) and HFS (dashed line) trials that were directed to a single target 232 and the kinematic parameters used to quantify these movements. We found that 233 during the HFS trials, both the shoulder and elbow peak velocity decreased elbow: 38.1±6.6 ms increase, p<0.001). Finally, the difference between the onset 239 times of the two joints increased as well ( Fig. 4E and Fig. S2 ; 69.4±4.1 ms to 240 97.4±6.9 ms, p<0.001), suggesting that during HFS trials, not only was movement 241 onset delayed but also the shoulder and elbow joints tended to be activated in a 242 more isolated manner, as often found in ataxic patients (Bastian et al., 1996; Becker 243 et al., 1990). These results suggest that motor behavior in HFS trials exhibits similar 244 impairments as found in cerebellar patients, further supporting the efficiency of the 245 HFS protocol in blocking cerebellar outflow.
246

HFS modifies the movement-related activity of CTC neurons in a manner
247 correlated with and predictive of behavioral changes. After verifying that HFS 248 prevented the normal flow of CTC information and induced considerable changes in 249 motor behavior, we examined the changes in neuronal activity which occurred at the 250 same time and inspected their role in mediating the behavioral impairments. This 251 was done by comparing the task-related activity of cortical neurons that were part of 252 the CTC system during HFS and the control trials. CTC neurons were defined based 253 on their significant, excitatory responses to SCP stimulation (Nashef et al., 2018) . 254 Figure 5 presents the activity of one such cell (Fig 5A) and its preferred direction 255 ( Fig. 5B ) during control (blue) and HFS (red) trials. The cell was identified as part of 256 the CTC system based on its early excitatory response to SCP stimulation (see inset 257 in Fig 5A) . In this example, the movement-related activity of the neuron during HFS 258 trials lacked the transient firing at movement onset that occurred during control trials.
259
Despite the change in the response profile, the preferred direction of the cell 260 remained the same. Across the population, cells that were both responsive to SCP 261 stimulation and directionally tuned during the control trials (n=57) expressed a 262 consistent tendency to exhibit more sluggish response profiles during HFS trials 263 ( Fig. 5C ). The weaker activation was not an outcome of a general decrease in the 264 neuronal firing rate during HFS trials since the pre-cue firing of the cells was not 265 significantly different between the HFS and control trials (paired t-test, p=0.24). In 266 addition, despite the change in response profile of neurons, there was no significant 267 change in the PD between HFS and the control trials ( Fig. 5D , mean ΔPD = 0.24 268 rad, p<0.59, one-sample test for mean direction).
269
If the phasic firing at movement onset is the result of the CTC drive, the SCP-270 responsive neurons should exhibit the greatest decrease in firing rate during HFS 271 trials (compared to non-responsive cells). We tested this hypothesis and found that 272 although both responsive ( Fig. 5C,E) and non-responsive neurons reduced their 273 transient firing rate around movement onset, the rate reduction observed for 274 responsive units was significantly larger than for non-responsive cells (Fig. 5F) . This 275 suggests that the effect of the HFS on behavior was predominantly mediated by the 276 cortical neurons that are part of the CTC system. Importantly, it should be noted that 277 the observed changes in task-related activity of the neurons recorded during HFS 278 trials preceded the changes in muscle activity considerably ( Fig. S3 ) such that the 279 changes in neural activity could not simply be a reflection of the altered sensory 280 feedback triggered by the impaired motor performance. We further confirmed that 281 the changes in cortical activity and motor behavior were not specific to the behavioral 282 paradigm used in this study. To do so, we applied HFS in a monkey that was trained 283 to perform an isometric, single joint, delayed-response paradigm (Cohen et al., 2017; 284 Nashef et al., 2018). HFS in this task affected motor behavior and cell activity in a 285 manner similar to the findings reported here ( Fig. S4 ), suggesting a general impact 286 of HFS on movement-related activity, irrespective of the context in which movements 287 are performed.
288
The impact of CTC system on movement onset raises the question of possible 289 differences in CTC impact between the primary and premotor areas. Many studies 290 have implicated the premotor areas in initiating movements (Kaufman et al., 2014; 291 Mazurek and Schieber, 2017). Since HFS modified movement onset time 292 considerably, we tested whether premotor neurons were uniquely affected by this 293 manipulation. To do so, we divided the M1 and PM neurons that responded to SCP 294 stimulation based on the peak time of their task-related activity into early (peak 295 response before movement onset) and late (peak response after movement onset) 296 cells ( Fig. 6A) . We found that although the majority of PM cells had an early peak its impact is strongest around movement onset.
306
Motor impairments during HFS trials are accompanied by local and global 307 neuronal desynchronization. Applying HFS not only impeded movement onset but 308 also impaired motor coordination. To identify the neural correlates of motor 309 incoordination, we measured the neural interactions during the control and HFS 310 trials. First, we estimated the noise correlation between simultaneously recorded 311 neurons ( Fig. 7) . During the control trials, neighboring neurons (recorded by the 312 same electrode) expressed a significant trial-to-trial rate co-variation (i.e., a positive 313 noise correlation), especially when they shared similar tuning properties (i.e., had a 314 positive signal correlation, Fig. 7A ). This finding is similar to previous reports on 315 motor cortical neurons (Lee et al., 1998) . However, during HFS trials, the noise 316 correlation between neighboring neurons decreased and no longer differed from zero 317 ( Fig. 7B) ; specifically, the firing of neighboring neurons became independent, 318 despite the fact that the signal correlation remained the same (Fig. 7C) . This result 319 suggests that although the directional tuning of neurons was unaffected when flow of 320 information in the CTC pathway was impaired, the local trial-to-trial synchrony was 321 reduced in a way that was seemingly at odds with the increased behavioral variability 322 characterizing HFS trials. Here again, the effect was stronger for responsive SCP 323 than non-responsive neurons (Fig. S5) . 324 Further, the loss of neural correlation also affected remotely located neurons. As 325 proper performance of the task required shoulder-to-elbow coordination, we tested 326 the specific relationships in responses between neurons recorded from shoulder and 327 elbow-related sites during the control and HFS trials ( Fig. 7D-F) . Site identity was 328 defined by the observed joint movement in response to intracortical microstimulation. 329 We computed the pairwise response correlation between neurons recorded at 330 elbow-related and shoulder-related sites. Since we searched for consistent temporal 331 relations between activity patterns, for each pair of cells, we used the peak response 
395
These studies provided invaluable information about the motor and neural 396 consequences of cerebellar ataxia, but did not attempt to identify the set of neurons 397 that constitute the CTC system or how the loss of the CTC drive affects single cell 398 activity and leads to motor impairment. Here we utilized the anatomical organization 399 of the CTC pathway and developed a new method to study the CTC system by using 400 a chronically implanted SCP electrode. Targeting the SCP and not the cerebellar 401 receiving motor thalamus provided a more specific access to the CTC pathway 402 without recruiting neighboring thalamic nuclei. This type of confounding effect of 403 intra-thalamic stimulation is a likely outcome, given the complex anatomy of the 404 motor thalamus (Percheron et al., 1996) . In fact, recent studies have suggested that 405 the SCP is potentially a more efficient target for deep brain stimulation when treating 406 essential tremor (Fenoy and Schiess, 2017) .
407
The selected frequency of stimulation for the HFS was based on protocols The effectiveness of the CTC block during HFS was clear from the fact that the 411 cortical cells which were responsive to single pulse stimulation became non-412 responsive when the same stimulation pulses were applied at a high frequency.
413
Since we stimulated a fiber tract, the block of information flow during HFS was 418 This suggests that high frequencies, SCP stimulation is an efficient method for 419 blocking information transfer through the CTC system in a way which can be rapidly 420 reversed when the stimulation is halted.
421
The behavioral consequences of the block of CTC information flow were fact the source rather than the outcome of the poorly performed movements. Similar 449 results have been found in studies that induced ataxic behavior using dentate 450 cooling (Hore and Flament, 1988 ). Here we corroborate and extend these findings by 451 specifically identifying motor cortical neurons that were part of the CTC system, as 452 we first reported in a previous study (Nashef et al., 2018) . The effect of rate change 453 was particularly pronounced for these cells compared to non-responsive cells. This 454 result directly implicates the CTC system in generating the firing transient at 455 movement onset during normal motor behavior. This finding is also noteworthy as it 456 indicates that the net impact of the TC input to the motor cortex exceeds the 457 expected impact based on the low fraction of synaptic contacts made by the TC This strongly indicates that the spatial and temporal properties of motor cortical 461 neurons are dictated by independent sources of information. 462 We also investigated the neural correlates of motor coordination (and its 463 disintegration during HFS) at the level of the motor cortical network. The anatomy of 464 the motor TC system seems to be specifically suited to coordinating motor actions 465 (Horne and Butler, 1995) since a single TC fiber can generate multiple patches of 466 terminals across several millimeters in the rostrocaudal axis (Shinoda et al., 1993) .
467
This contrasts with the spatially confined and locally dense distribution of TC 468 terminals in the somatosensory system (Jones, 1983 ). These differences may reflect 469 the different tasks and constraints the two systems face: whereas somatosensory 470 information is transmitted in a way that preserves the somatotopic map, the motor 471 TC system needs to coordinate several spatially distributed effectors during task 472 performance. Our results highlight the possible neural correlates that correspond to 473 the organization of the TC system and its contribution to motor coordination. Locally, 474 we found that neighboring cells are correlated in a signal-dependent manner, 475 consistent with previous reports (Lee et al., 1998) . More globally, we found a 476 temporal organization in the activation of joint-related sites. These two measures of 477 neural coordination were lost during HFS, together with the deterioration in motor 478 coordination.
479
In the motor cortex, the synchrony between neurons was reported to be linked with In studying the relations between noise correlation and tuning similarity, a 501 significantly positive noise correlation was only found between nearby neurons 502 recorded by the same electrode (Lee et al., 1998) . We speculate that documenting 503 cells located at different patches that are formed along the trajectory of a single TC 504 pathway would reveal remotely located cortical cells with positive noise correlations. 505 We could not test this hypothesis directly, but we found that cortical cells that were 506 recorded from the shoulder and elbow sites expressed a temporally organized Studies have also shown that on average, the activation times of muscles and joint-511 related motor cortical cells occurs sequentially (from proximal to distal) with a large 512 degree of overlap in onset times (Murphy et al., 1985) . We extend this argument by 513 suggesting that the temporal relations between remote sites that are related to 514 different joints could be a way for the CTC system to control the timely activation 515 required for multi-joint movements. In the absence of the CTC drive, these temporal 516 relations are lost and the ability to properly coordinate different joints is impaired.
517
Motor coordination was claimed to be the ability to exploit torques at one joint that 518 were generated in moving another coupled joint (Bastian et al., 1996; Bastian et al., 519 2000). Hence, at the neural level, these torque interactions may be mediated by trial-520 to-trial synchronization across distinct populations of cells.
521
In summary, physiological and anatomical studies have shown that the CTC 522 pathway is an extremely potent system with a broad motor cortical termination 523 pattern. We showed that one of the functional implications of this organizational 524 scheme is the synchronized recruitment of a motor cortical subnetwork composed of 525 task related neurons that triggers and organizes the activation of its associated Thach, W., Perry, J., Kane, S., and Goodkin, H. (1993) . Cerebellar nuclei: rapid alternating 717 movement, motor somatotopy, and a mechanism for the control of muscle synergy. Rev 718
Neurol ( deep cerebellar nuclei (primarily the dentate nucleus). Axons of these cells make 754 initial synaptic contact in the motor thalamus, mainly the ventrolateral nuclei (VL).
755
Thalamocortical fibers make a second synaptic contact in the motor cortex. Motor were slightly dependent (Spearman correlation coefficient = 0.38, p < 0.036) but 912 significantly lower during HFS compared to control trials (p<0.00012, Wilcoxon 913 signed-rank). Bottom: Same but for peak correlation time. There was no significant 914 correlation between peak times in the control and HFS. See also Fig. S5-7 Mapping cortical areas. 967 We used a set of up to 4 movable glass-coated tungsten electrodes (impedance 968 300-800 kΩ at 1 kHz) to record from motor and somatosensory areas of the cortex.
969
For each recording site we mapped the motor response by observing the motor 970 response evoked by intra-cortical microstimulation (train of stimuli applied at 333 Hz 971 for 50 ms at intensities ≤ 60uA). A site for which an observable motor response was 972 obtained at a threshold level ≤15µA was defined as the primary motor cortex (M1). A 973 site that evoked a motor response at higher amplitudes and was located more than 974 3mm anterior to the central sulcus was defined as premotor (PM). Stimulation in 975 somatosensory sites were located caudal to the CS and either required high stimulus 976 intensities to produce a motor response or, more often, did not produce any motor 977 response. Figure 1C presents the recording maps obtained for the two monkeys (2 978 hemispheres for monkey C and 1 for monkey M).
979
SCP stimulation protocol. 980 To stimulate the SCP we used the following protocols.
981
Single pulse stimulation. Single stimulation pulses were applied via the SCP 982 electrode while the monkey performed the task and neuronal activity was recorded.
983
Each stimulation pulse was biphasic (200 µs each phase). A single set of stimuli 984 consisted of about 200 stimuli that were delivered at 3 Hz and a fixed intensity 985 (ranging from 50 to 300 µA).
986
High frequency stimulation (HFS). We applied a long train of stimuli at high 987 frequency through the SCP electrode during task performance and while recording 988 cortical activity. HFS consisted of biphasic single pulse stimuli that were applied at 989 130 Hz and for a period of 120-180 seconds. Each train was delivered at a fixed 990 intensity of 50-150 µA.
991
Each recording session (from a specific recording site) was usually tested in the EMG data. 1000 Muscle activity (EMG) was recorded from the two monkeys using transcutaneous 1001 electrodes inserted into selected arm and forearm muscles. The signals were filtered
